
Revolutionizing 
Ad Fraud Prevention
Ad Fraud is evolving. Are you protected?



INTRO

Even as the digital advertising industry faces a projected 

$87 billion ad fraud price tag by 2022, most ad fraud 

prevention measures remain ine ective. Unfortunately, 

vulnerability to fraud is deeply embedded in the very fabric 

of digital advertising, where user acquisition success is 

based on quantity, not accuracy or quality.

At Kochava, we approach ad fraud di erently. To us, it’s 

more than just a numbers game. It’s about protecting the 
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THE WORLD OF FRAUD

real brands and marketers we work with every day from 

being scammed and lied to. It’s about the integrity of 

performance data and the quality of the campaign signal 

that’s feeding your marketing strategies and decision 

science. Ad fraud often masquerades as performance peaks 

and real users, placating marketers while bleeding 

advertising budgets dry. 

As a founding member of the Mobile Marketing 

Association’s (MMA) new Future of Mobile Attribution 

Institute, Kochava will continue its leadership in the fight 

against ad fraud and spearhead anti-fraud education and 

innovation for the next generation of marketers.

With this e-book, we o er a glimpse into the alarming world 

of ad fraud, where Kochava is constantly on watch—our data 

scientists, engineers, analysts, and developers uncovering, 

confronting, and mitigating the latest threats. 



Every day, Kochava processes billions of impressions and 

clicks from advertising campaigns all across the globe. 

Nearly 70% of clicks are fraudulent and get blocked in 

real time by Kochava.  

Click Flooding is by far the greatest contributor to click 

fraud, accounting for nearly 80% of click fraud tra c on 

iOS and 35% on Android. iOS tra c is more heavily 

targeted due to the gap of device IDs from devices with 

limit ad tracking (LAT) enabled. With a deterministic 

device ID unavailable on millions of devices, attribution 

can be more easily gamed without proper protection 

measures in place. 

70%

    ACTUAL FRAUDULENT CLICKS CAUGHT BY KOCHAVA ACROSS 

THE GLOBE IN 90 DAYS.



Bot farms are growing in their sophistication and 

attempts to appear as legitimate tra c. Whether the bot 

farm is actual rows of physical devices on racks in a 

warehouse being cycled again and again, or virtual 

emulators run by hackers at scale, Kochava has 

pioneered new technology to unmask them. 

This image depicts individual devices Kochava has 

mapped to 50 or more distinct device IDs. In some 

cases, the devices are being cycled to reset the 

advertising ID at a blistering pace in order to repeatedly 

masquerade as a new or di erent device. In other cases, 

malware is retrieving legitimate device IDs from a server 

and then firing tra c from these host devices to make it 

appear as if it’s originating from a completely di erent 

user’s device. This means that real devices are being 

falsely reported as actively generating clicks or installs.

ZEROING IN ON BOT FARMS 

    MAPPED DEVICE IDS FOR BOT FARM OPERATIONS. VARYING 

COLORS EACH REPRESENT A DISTINCT BOT FARM LINKED WITH A 

PUBLISHER OR NETWORK. HIGHLY CONCENTRATED HOTSPOTS SHOW 

POORLY-MASKED FRAUD. MORE SOPHISTICATED FRAUD OPERATIONS 

ARE EVENLY SCATTERED AND DISTRIBUTED.



Ever wonder what your phone does while you slumber? 

A virtual bot farm may be operating right next to your 

pillow—as is the case for millions of users around the 

globe. With at least 50% of smartphone users relying on 

their device as a morning alarm*, fraudsters have tapped 

into a nearly limitless supply of devices, plugged into 

power and available for hours on end.

Kochava has observed nefarious SDKs that sit silently 

in the background of real apps, retrieving real device ID 

lists from external servers. These device lists are then 

used to send fake impression and click tra c from a host 

device 24/7, all the while appearing to come from other 

legitimate devices. This tra c scams real brands and 

steals real ad spend. Kochava protects its customers 

from these uncovered sources and 

works to alert appropriate authorities. 

FRAUD THAT NEVER SLEEPS

    EACH POINT REPRESENTS AN ACTUAL DEVICE; LINES SHOW API CALLS 

FROM HOST DEVICE SPOOFING ITSELF AS HUNDREDS OR THOUSANDS 

OF OTHER DEVICES.

*YouGov.com



Ongoing developments in AI are enabling bots to appear 

and act more human than ever. The false tra c bots 

generate can artificially inflate performance, infect user 

engagement data, and siphon o  legitimate ad spend. 

Bot detection technology by Kochava monitors and 

analyzes a plethora of device characteristics and 

attributes. While bots attempt to mimic human behavior 

patterns, Kochava algorithms and machine learning can 

tag and identify bot tra c that displays simulated 

trends that don’t follow natural norms. Sources 

perpetrating this behavior can then be dynamically 

blacklisted and eliminated. 

    GRAPH DISPLAYS DISTRIBUTION OF OBSERVED DEVICE ATTRIBUTES 

ACROSS A MOBILE APP'S OVERALL TRAFFIC. HEALTHY DISTRIBUTION 

INDICATES HUMAN BEHAVIORAL PATTERNS. ISOLATED SPIKES 

REPRESENT MANUFACTURED BOT TRAFFIC DRIVEN FROM A 

PARTICULAR PUBLISHER SOURCE.

HUMANS VS. BOTS - WINNING THE WAR



SDK spoofing fraud has received a lot of buzz, and for 

good reason. If a fraudster can fire a fake ad click and 

then emulate SDK payloads that appear as legitimate 

conversions (app installs, in-app events, or web activity) 

they’ve created their own cash cow and they can milk it, 

too. Successfully executed, an SDK spoofing scam can 

steal 75% or more of a campaign’s budget before a 

marketer may realize what’s happening.

Kochava developed tra c-authentication protocols to 

determine the authenticity of every app install, in-app 

event, and web action. Emulated and/or manipulated 

payloads created by a fraudster attempting to trick our 

servers into believing the transaction is real are tagged 

and eliminated in real time.

SPOOF THIS

    THIS CHART DEPICTS AN SDK–SPOOFING ATTACK ON AN 

APP OVER A SIX HOUR PERIOD. SPIKES IN SPOOFED INSTALLS 

AND EVENTS ARE ELIMINATED BY KOCHAVA AS THEY OCCUR.



With over 10 billion distinct devices measured, there’s 

very little of the global device footprint that Kochava has 

not seen. A growing trend is publisher tra c surfacing a 

disproportionate percentage of new device IDs, not 

historically seen by Kochava. 

Unhealthy percentages of new devices are a proxy for 

device ID reset fraud and tra c from bots or emulators. 

With the exception of preload campaigns, wherein new 

devices are being activated and initialized, Kochava 

detects and prevents this nefarious tactic from stealing 

ad spend. 

ONE NEW DEVICE TOO FAR

    THE CHART ON THE LEFT SHOWS A HEALTHY PERCENTAGE 

OF NEW DEVICE DISTRIBUTION AMONG AN APP’S PUBLISHER 

MIX. ON THE RIGHT, A VERY UNHEALTHY PERCENTAGE OF 

NEW DEVICE DISTRIBUTION WITH NEARLY A QUARTER OF 

PUBLISHERS REPORTING 100% NEW DEVICES. 



Estimates on how much fraud will cost advertisers is 

debated, with some research firms estimating up to 

$87 Billion by 2022*. What’s not debated is that it 

WILL cost you. 

Enterprise brands who deploy the full complement of 

Kochava’s fraud prevention capabilities, save hundreds 

of thousands to millions of dollars in ad spend every 

month.  The savings accomplished through fraud 

prevention can be applied toward increasing genuine 

reach with trusted partners and channels in order to 

drive authentic growth.

$87 BILLION PRICE TAG

*Juniper Research



Kochava doesn’t just DETECT ad fraud.

We PREVENT it in real time. 

Learn how at www.kochava.com/mobile-ad-fraud/


